Junior Cycle English: Classroom-Based Assessment
The Collection of the Student’s Texts*
Text selected by student for assessment: Descriptive piece

Learning outcomes in focus

Teaching and learning context

Students should be able to:

Students were encouraged to write
descriptively, to use a definite, nostalgic tone
and to appeal to the audience by making the
piece relatable and genuine. Students were
required to write a rough draft, self-assess
and re-draft a final copy. The teacher checked
the drafts in class and suggested alterations/
editing points.

Q1 . Know and use the conventions of oral
language interaction, in a variety of contexts,
including class groups, for a range of purposes,
such as asking for information, stating an
opinion, listening to others, informing,
explaining, arguing, persuading, criticising,
commentating, narrating, imagining,
speculating.
W1 . Demonstrate their understanding that
there is a clear purpose for all writing activities
and be able to plan, draft, re-draft, and edit
their own writing as appropriate
W9 . Engage in the writing process as a private,
pleasurable and purposeful activity and using
a personal voice as their individual style is
thoughtfully developed over the years

Task
Write a descriptive piece entitled “The Snow
of 2010”.

Features of Quality
Genre awareness and control/creativity
Writing competence and word choices
Awareness of and shaping for receiver/audience

* Students choose two texts from their collection to submit for assessment.
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Features of quality - teacher annotations and level of achievement

Teacher annotations:

Features of Quality:

FQ1. Genre awareness and control/creativity

Exceptional

The student shows a very good and sustained awareness
of descriptive writing as a genre. The student creates a
clear atmosphere and sense of place through engaging
and vivid imagery.

The student’s text shows creativity and command of the
chosen genre.
The writing is highly competent, marked by original
ideas, and imaginative word choices are perfectly suited
to the purpose of the text.
The work is fully shaped for its intended receiver/
audience.

FQ2. Writing competence and word choices

Writing is competent for the most part. However, there
are errors in expression, spelling, sentence structure
and grammar that lower the overall effectiveness of
the piece & compromise clarity in places. The student
makes excellent use of adjectives and verbs throughout.
However, at times the writing at times lacks flow and
lapses into cliché.

FQ3. Awareness of and shaping for receiver/

audience
The student demonstrates consistent awareness of the
audience/receiver throughout. The student draws us in
with descriptive writing and the piece is relatable for a
teen/young adult audience (e.g. waiting for the golden
phone call from the school!) However, it is repetitive in
places.

Level of achievement:
Best fit on balance judgement =

In line with expectations

Above expectations
The student’s text shows very good control of the chosen
genre.
The writing is consistently competent, and effective word
choices are very well matched to the purpose of the text.
The work is clearly shaped with the receiver/audience in
mind.
In line with expectations
The student’s text shows good awareness of the chosen
genre.
The writing is generally competent, and word choices
match the purpose of the text well.
Content and development of ideas reveal consistent
awareness of the receiver/audience.
Yet to meet expectations
The student’s text shows little awareness of the chosen
genre.
The writing lacks competence, and word choices may be
inappropriate to the intended purpose of the text.
Content and development of ideas reveal little awareness
of a receiver/audience.

This example represents one text from the student’s

The annotations capture observations by the student’s

Collection of Texts. The student selected this and one

teacher, using the features of quality, with a view to

other text to submit for assessment. Looking at a number

establishing the level of achievement this text reflects.

of examples, teachers will see a variety of different text

The annotations and judgement were confirmed by the

types, in a variety of genres.

Quality Assurance group, consisting of practicing English
teachers and representatives of the Inspectorate, the SEC

More examples will be added over time at
curriculumonline.ie

and JCT.

